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Executive Summary
This deliverable outlines the Demonstrations that have been given to Limerick City and
County Council (LCCC) over the past 12 months along with training on how to use the
Integrated Modelling and Decision Support Tool (DST) so that LCCC staff could operate the
DST for their own purposes and use it to inform the development of the Bold City Vision
(T4.2) and future development of the Limerick PEB and Positive Energy District. It was also
important for LCCC to be trained in the use of the tool so that they could provide feedback
to IESRD with respect to functionality and inform further developments as part of WP1
activities. As such an initial large demonstration and training was organised for May 2019
and this was followed up with smaller updates during the WP4 monthly meetings in
Limerick and followed by a further demonstration and workshop in February 2020 where
the addition of the socio-economic factors was discussed as well as the dashboards for
public display.
It should be noted that the DST itself is an engineering platform. It allows the end user to
create a model of a city, district, block etc. and carry out different analysis for hard
measures such as renovation, or energy efficiency upgrades and understand the impacts
on both energy and carbon reduction targets as well as the impact on other
socio-economic factors such as health, job growth, improved GDP, etc. It also allows
analysis of EV charging stations and local production interacting with the distribution
networks and analysis of district heating networks and how the district heating network and
electricity networks can work in co-operation with each other to meet the overall PEB
requirements.
All data can be uploaded to a public cloud based model, which can then be used to engage
with the public and other relevant stakeholders.
This creates a multi-vectoral approach, which is a core asset of the tool. However, as the
platform takes into account different vectors, these vectors also have different
stakeholders, e.g. engineers with the knowledge of the buildings, the building physics and
the associated systems; urban planners who understand the socio-economic impacts of
different interventions; and power system engineers who understand the operation of the
grid infrastructure etc.
The initial intention for the DST was that it would be used by all stakeholders, i.e. engineers,
urban planners, power systems engineers etc. However, during the training it was identified
that the DST could not be immediately used by each of these stakeholders without the
stakeholders having a base knowledge of the other industries. For example, the engineer
and power systems engineer would need to know about socio-economic factors of urban
planning; the urban planner would need knowledge of building energy efficiency and local
production systems etc., which is not always feasible.
As such, since the first demo was given, improvements have been made to the DST to
enable a technical user to incorporate aspects such as socio-economics and power systems
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without requiring in-depth training in these areas. However, it was seen unpractical to
expect the urban planner to have to train in e.g. building physics and power systems
engineering and hence an add-on to the DST was proposed for the urban planner. This
add-on will be in the form of a dashboard, where the results from the analysis can be
displayed in a format that is suitable for the urban planner to take a decision but also to
enable them to present an argument for an approach to their local councillors and
planning authorities. This is new work, not envisaged during the proposal phase but is
deemed important to complete in order to have a valuable DST that is replicable and can
be exploited at the end of the project. These improvements will be described in this
deliverable and further reported in Deliverable 1.4 (Demonstration of the +CityxChange
Integrated Modelling Platform).
In this deliverable, the following is described:
● the demos that were given to LCCC over the past 12 months;
● the current status of training guides and manuals that were provided (continuously
updated in line with Task 1.4 as the tool is finalised);
● how the DST can be used to inform the Bold City Vision (BCV) through the
presentation of a number of scenarios that demonstrate the value of the tool;
● the proposed dashboard for the urban planner to enable them to take decisions
and present information to their local councillors and planning authorities;
● the public dashboard and how it can be used to raise awareness with a variety of
stakeholders including a link to the video for what the public dashboard looks like.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Understanding of the task
This deliverable represents the work completed in Task 4.1 ’Create the Integrated Baseline
and DST for Energy/Mobility/Socio-Economic Limerick’ which focused on the initial
application of the Integrated Modelling and Decision Support Tool (DST), developed in WP1,
to the Limerick lighthouse city. In the DoA, the task is described as follows:
“This task will apply the Integrated Modelling and Decision Support Tool (DST), developed in WP1,
to Limerick and deliver the Limerick DST together with the training and user guides (D4.1).
Buildings, energy production and consumption, mobility/transport patterns (including forecasted
EV demand), current EV charging stations, current vacancies, current building rates, value of
homes, economic activity (number of businesses, employment rate, jobs announcements, etc.) will
be forecast to 2050, analysing their impact with respect to the LCCC Bold City Vision and taking
future weather scenarios into account. This exercise will be used to refine and consolidate the
demonstrations that will be carried out in Limerick. The model will also be extended for LCCC to
assess the potential of other PEB/Ds with respect to scaling-up the solutions across the city. The
model will further be leveraged for the monitoring and evaluation of the demonstrations in
Limerick, to compare the results from the demonstrations with the baseline and visualise this on
a simple, intuitive dashboard using the KPI framework developed in WP7. Data will be collected
or accessed from the city authority using existing systems and tools, e.g. GIS systems, API calls to
“Insight Limerick”, which is the Limerick open data portal, automated meter readings, smart
meters installed in 4.6, etc. Data will be accessible through the ICT ecosystem using open
standards. Where real data is not available, the IES Dynamic Simulation Modelling software will
be leveraged to generate synthetic data to supplement the model. Training will be provided to
LCCC staff with respect to the use of the model so that it can be used beyond the +CityxChange
project and its requirements. The DST will be used to raise awareness, discuss potential solutions
and gain feedback for further development from the National Advisory Teams and a broader set
of stakeholders.”
Deliverable 4.1, which is the associated Deliverable with this task, was a demonstration of
the DST to the LCCC staff along with training on how to use the DST and explanation of the
user guides, manuals and videos that can be used for reference when using the DST.
As part of the demo, a number of scenarios were created, which demonstrate the value of
the DST with respect to creating the Bold City Vision (BCV), which will be completed in M36
of the project (T4.2). Each scenario was also run against a number of future weather files to
also track the impact with respect to different potential climate change futures. These
future weather files were created during the FP7 UMBRELLA project and include three
different variations for weather in 2050.
The demo, training and associated discussions enabled discussions to take place with
respect to improvements to be made, which were then passed back to WP1 to be
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completed as part of the T1.4 and Deliverable 1.4 work. The intention was that the DST
would also be used by the LCCC staff to help them define the BCV and run different
potential scenarios. However, as described in Section 3, during the demo, a number of
improvements were identified in order to improve the interface for the urban planner in
particular and this was also passed back to WP1; T1.4 and is currently work in progress.
As such, the demo and training was incredibly valuable to learn about what improvements
should be made to the DST, what changes could be incorporated to make it a more useful
tool for the urban planners who are defining the BCV and hence ensure it is a valuable
asset for T4.2 and defining the BCV.
An approach of ‘learn, improve, reiterate’ has also been taken in-line with the activities of
the other Lighthouse City and the Follower cities. As outlined in Figure 1, the first demo was
provided to Limerick to ascertain their feedback and pass back improvements needed to
WP1. The next iteration will then be demonstrated to Trondheim with further
improvements identified and passed back to WP1 and finally interaction with the Follow
cities will be gathered and fed back to WP1 for final improvements. Trondheim and the
Fellow Cities have also had mini-demonstrations throughout the process to capture as
much feedback as possible, as early as possible with more detailed demonstration sessions
planned.

Fig. 1: Iterative software development in relation to software launches in each city
Finally, using the DST, a public cloud based model was also created, which LCCC can use as
part of their city engagement activities to raise awareness with citizens and stakeholders. A
version of this is available, as described in Section 5 of this document, however LCCC have
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asked for some changes to improve the interface and also ensure that maximum
non-technical stakeholders can be reached. This has also been fed back to WP1 for
development.
With respect to the deliverable description, the following has been completed for the report
and is outlined in the subsequent sections
●

●

●

●

‘This demo will supply a software-based Integrated Modelling and Decision Support Tool
(DST), developed in WP1, to Limerick and deliver the Limerick DST together with the
training and user guides’
o Section 3 outlines the demo’s that were provided to LCCC staff and provides
links to the training and user guides and videos that have been created for
staff to refer back to when using the tool
‘Buildings, energy production and consumption, mobility/transport patterns (including
forecasted EV demand), current EV charging stations, current vacancies, current building
rates, value of homes, economic activity (number of businesses, employment rate, jobs
announcements, etc.) will be forecast to 2050, analysing their impact with respect to the
LCCC Bold City Vision and taking future weather scenarios into account’
o Section 4 outlines a number of scenarios that were presented during the
demonstration to highlight to LCCC how the tool can be used to test and
inform the BCV, as per T4.2.
‘The model will further be leveraged for the monitoring and evaluation of the
demonstrations in Limerick, to compare the results from the demonstrations with the
baseline and visualise this on a simple, intuitive dashboard using the KPI framework
developed in WP7’
o The original deliverable intention was to incorporate the KPI framework from
WP7 within the DST. However, the KPI framework as it has evolved is very
project specific. As such, it has been decided that an API to send data from
the DST to an associated dashboard created by FAC, the leaders of WP7 is
more appropriate instead, as the DST should be specific to the PEB and the
PED and examining the practical aspects of create PEBs and PEDs in the
cities. As such, the ‘intuitive dashboard’ as referred to in the deliverable
description, now becomes the dashboard for the urban planner, which will
sit on top of the DST and will be used to enable the urban planner to take
decisions and present these to local councillors and urban planning
authorities, as described in Section 5.
‘Finally, the DST will be used to raise awareness, discuss potential solutions and gain
feedback for further development from the National Advisory Teams and a broader set of
stakeholders’
o Section 6 presents the public dashboard, which is a cloud based version of
the DST, which will be used to raise awareness with citizens and also
different stakeholder groups. It will be discussed that the changes requested
by LCCC to this public model to ensure maximum non-technical
stakeholders can be reached.
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1.2 The Limerick Decision Support Tool
As explained previously, the Integrated Decision Support Tool is being developed in Task
1.4, and is due to be completed for M24 (with possible extension to M30 due to COVID-19
impacts).
It should be noted that the DST is not one specific entity, but is made up from multiple
linked modules to allow the user to model their block/district/city and see how they can
advance the creation of PEBs, leading to PEDs and eventually positive energy cities. Below is
a visualisation and brief of the software modules that make up the DST, and how they fit
together for the +CityxChange Project. This is not intended to be an extensive or technical
explanation of the software modules and developments in the project, as these all sit within
Task 1.4 and will be explained in detail in the associated deliverable 1.4.

Fig. 2: +CxC Integrated PEB Design Tools
Figures 3 and 4 also illustrate the workflow/attributes of the DST and how it would be
applied over time to a community. This will be further illustrated through the scenario use
cases described in Section 4.
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Fig. 3: Integrated Modelling Decision Support Tool Workflow

Fig. 4: How the DST would work over time in Limerick
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1.2.1 Integrated PEB Design Tools
The following outlines each of the attributes as illustrated in Figure 3 in more detail. This
explains the different types and scales of analysis that can be carried out by the DST. It is
important to note that the end user can start at any level, e.g. they can first analyse the city
at a macro-level and then drill down to carry out further analysis on individual buildings;
alternatively they can start with detailed analysis on one or more building and scale that up
to the city level. This provides flexibility for the City and their requirements and the
approach they wish to take when identifying how to create a Positive Energy Block or
District.
Visualisation and Interrogation of Available Datasets
The DST can visualise any available public information or any dataset belonging to the City
and its Community. For example, data can come from any formats including excel files,
word documents, csv files as well utility bills, and also physics-based building information
from BIM files or COBIE/IFC files or shape files from GIS systems. This data is incorporated
into the DST where it can be accessed at the touch of a button and used for visualisation
and interrogation of the data.
The DST can be customised to the Cities needs, e.g. a 3D model of a defined geographical
boundary or a larger 2D model of a portfolio of buildings and/or assets, i.e. buildings as well
as components such as solar panels, Electric Vehicle charging stations, CHP units etc. All
data will be stored on an IES cloud repository to log historical data and track progress
against impacts.
Figure 5 illustrates a defined geographical boundary as a 3D model; this example shows all
buildings which are over 6 storeys high. The image also shows how information from an
individual building can be displayed to the end user.

Fig. 5: Visualisation of Data for a Geographical Boundary in 3D Model Format
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Custom dashboards can also be created to visualise results, identify opportunities specific
to the City requirements, for example, track sustainability targets, identify highest impact
opportunities to de-risk investment or any other specific requirement that the City may
have. This would require engagement with potential stakeholders of the DST to identify the
best way to display results for maximum impact.
Base-Line Simulation and Road-Mapping
The DST can also be used to carry out a base-line simulation and analysis of a defined
geographical area or a portfolio of buildings as identified by the City. Data can be
incorporated from many different sources; however where no City datasets are available,
public datasets can be used to create an initial model, e.g. from Open Street Map, which
provides information on building type, area, use etc.
Using the IES Dynamic Simulation Modelling technology (i.e. the engine that sits behind the
DST), the 3D model is then simulated to provide information with respect to the baseline
energy use of the buildings and assets as illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7. This 3D model
is a model of building-physics data and data from City or publicly available datasets.
Weather data is taken from the nearest local weather station but where available, weather
data can be taken from site located weather stations.
Simulation is fast and accurate due to the IES Dynamic Simulation Modelling technology.
This allows the decision maker to identify opportunities as soon as possible to make their
existing buildings more efficient and inform future development road-maps. This enables
holistic decisions to be taken across an entire site or portfolio of buildings with an accurate
understanding of future impact, which de-risks investments and enables highest impact
opportunities to be discovered.
Using this baseline, a further level of analysis and interrogation can now be carried out and
a road-map of actions can be created. For example this could include
●
●
●
●

an initial solar analysis for the site boundary or the building portfolio, or
the identification of placement of EV charging stations, or
analysis of a combination of local production and storage technologies for the site,
or
the investigation of a decarbonisation road-map with identified impacts and strategy
and planning actions presented across a timeline, etc.

Where required, the DST can also take into account the surrounding community to identify
opportunities for the larger energy system and built environment, e.g. identify opportunities
for waste heat that could be distributed through a district heating network to the local
community. The model can also assess opportunities for the circular economy such as
using food waste to fuel a bio-gas CHP, which produces bio-char that can be used as
fertiliser to produce fruit and vegetables.
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The analysis to be carried out will be determined by the City, based on their individual
requirements. A number of strategies to be carried out are available and the City can
choose the strategies they would like to examine. Custom strategies can be added at the
City request and this list is constantly being added to and expanded.
A technical expert will then carry out this analysis for the City and present the results as a
report. The result can also be displayed on the cloud based model and/or associate
dashboards, for further visualisation and interrogation.

Individual Building Analysis for Efficiency Upgrade
The DST can also be used to carry out detailed analysis of individual buildings. This can be
performed as a stand-alone exercise, where the City has already identified the needs, or it
can evolve from the model created using available datasets or using IES Dynamic
Simulation Modelling technology at the Community level. For example, data from available
datasets relating to the Building Energy Rating (BER) of each building could be used to
identify which buildings would require an energy efficiency upgrade first. Alternatively,
where BER data is not available, the baseline simulation analysis can be used to identify the
worst performing buildings.
The purpose of the analysis is to identify highest impact opportunities based on the City
requirements, e.g. energy savings, carbon emissions, comfort, well-being, productivity,
sustainability etc. The analysis follows the IES CI2 process, i.e. Collect, In
 vestigate,
Compare and I nvest
The DST for individual buildings exploits the IES Dynamic Simulation Modelling technology
that creates detailed physics-based Digital Twins. In many cases, this Digital Twin will
already exist as this will have been created at the design stage of the building. This model
may be several years old and may need substantial improvement to bring them to the
current level of the software, however they will provide an excellent starting point for the
Digital Twin. The Digital Twin will then be further updated during the Collect phase of the
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CI2 process through site surveys and integration of real data as well as updating the Digital
Twin model to the latest version of the IES software.
The site surveys are used to collect current information on the geometry of the building, its
zoning and use and identify schedules and equipment, occupancy patterns and profiles
and how the occupants use the building from a behavioural aspect. Many times the initial
design model does not match the final building in-use. The initial energy model can be
updated during this phase and where an initial energy model is not available, a new one
can be created, with a little extra effort.
Energy consumption information is a requirement to measure potential improvements. At
a minimum monthly utility bill information can be used to measure improvement and
where possible, metered data from smart meters or Building Management Systems would
provide more granular and hence accurate information to facilitate better
recommendations.
The accuracy of the Digital Twin can be improved substantially as time-series information
from the building can be incorporated into the Digital Twin. Additional low cost sensors,
such as IoT sensors can also be installed by IES on request to enable this greater accuracy.

Fig. 8: Example of IES-DT Single Building Model for Limerick Youth Services
The merging of real data and virtual data in the physics based model creates an accurate
Hybrid Digital Twin as illustrated in Figure 8. The improved accuracy can be proven through
a Monitoring and Verification (M&V) statistical assessment. If the accuracy is statistically
proven then the Digital Twin is classified as being calibrated.
The result is a
hybrid-calibrated model that is the most accurate model of the building. This greater
accuracy means that this Digital Twin can be leveraged to more accurately compare and
identify the best energy efficient/decarbonising strategies for the building.
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The calibration methodology is based on the industry standard IPMVP, however IES have
incorporated Machine Learning capabilities to be able to carry out the IPMVP even with
incomplete datasets. A regression algorithm is integrated with the IES-VE physics based
model to extrapolate energy consumption data and fill any missing gaps. An example of this
is shown in Figure 9, where time-series data for 5 ¼ months of the year was available. The
machine learning approach was used to extrapolate the data for the missing 6 ¾ months of
the year, so that a complete data-set for calibration could be leveraged.

Fig. 9: Data Generation using Machine Learning
Once the detailed Physics Based Model incorporating metered data from the building is
created, Investigations into different methods for improvement are carried out and these
are Compared to the hybrid-calibrated model to provide accuracy and confidence of the
results. This includes a 3-phase approach as follows:
●

●

●

first investigate no-cost, low-disruption operational measures; previous studies
have shown that between 10% and 20% savings can be made through operational
measures, these investigations incorporate Machine Learning and AI techniques to
identify operational changes; this information can be then later sent to the Real
Time Operational Efficient and Intervention Management Platform (Option 4) for
real-time monitoring and implementation
next investigate low-cost, low-disruption shallow retrofit options; previous studies
have shown that between 10% and 20% savings can also be made through shallow
retrofit interventions,
finally investigate high-cost, high-disruption deep renovation measures; previous
studies have shown that between 50% and 60% savings can be made through deep
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renovation, hence providing justification for the cost and disruption of the
interventions.
The DST approach also enables planned maintenance to ensure optimum efficiency of the
building and its systems over the life of the building.
Following this, investigations into local production to off-set the remaining energy use can
also be carried out, where desired, e.g. solar PV or bio-gas CHP etc. This leads to strategies
to create the Positive Energy Blocks (PEBs).
Data from this model is integrated with the 2D portfolio model or the 3D geographical
model of the Cities building portfolio so that all data is stored in the one cloud based data
repository. The improvements are also tracked over time so that the City can monitor the
impact and benefit of the various interventions taken. Lessons learned from the calibrated
models of these buildings can also be used to inform future design of similar buildings.
Custom dashboards for the building occupants can also be created where desired.
This Ci2 process would be conducted several times in the lifecycle of the building. The
purpose of this is to do a phased investment of the building with a defined target e.g. the
decarbonisation of the building.
Real-Time Operational and Intervention Management for Buildings and Networks
The DST also incorporates a real-time operational energy efficiency and intervention
management dashboard, to manage any number of the Cities existing buildings or
networks. To create this platform, real-time data from the buildings and/or networks is
required, e.g. data from a Building Management System or metered sensors or data from
the distribution networks themselves. Additional sensors, such as IoT sensors can also be
installed by IES on request, for example, where no data is available or it is important to
monitor indoor environmental conditions such as temperature, CO2 and relative humidity.
The dashboard is a web-based dashboard, customised to the end user requirements.
The dashboard displays indicators and aggregated information, bespoke to the specific
needs of the end user, e.g. custom for a mobile maintenance unit who are reacting to
emergencies, or a facility manager who wants to identify faults easily or an estate manager
who wants to identify which buildings are performing above or below target levels.
Information is live and in real-time and hence can be used to manage the buildings, assets
and associated networks. As with the individual building analysis, all data is stored on a
single central repository and can be aggregated at portfolio level to improve the accuracy
of the overall DST. This ensures efficiency of the Facility Management (FM) team, through
reduced time of effort to investigate multiple platforms whilst also visualising the
information customised to their needs.
There are two levels of dashboard available for the City; the first level allows the FM team to
interrogate the data themselves and identify the opportunities they want to investigate.
The second level of dashboard integrates Machine Learning and AI algorithms for
automated insights and fault detection. For example Machine Learning and AI is used to
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find similarities between thousands of sensors and profile predicted energy use, CO2,
electricity consumption etc. Custom expressions can also be written for automated rules to
derive for example system operation profiles, heating and cooling set-points, or window
opening schedule based on occupancy hours and outside temperature. This provides a
greater depth of analysis for the FM team and creates a number of well-defined automated
solutions.
The first level of dashboard would be recommended for a small number of buildings, where
the FM team has time to interrogate the data and the level of data and number of buildings
to interrogate is relatively small. Where the City has large scale, complex buildings with
thousands of channels of data, the level 2 dashboard would be recommended to ensure
efficiency of the FM team and enable them to identify faults at scale and react to
emergencies quickly while also automating solutions for them in advance.
Custom Dashboards and 3D Models
The DST can be customised or white-labelled for the City or Building owner. This includes
Custom Dashboards or Custom 3D Model interfaces and leverages the theory of
Augmented Intelligence (AuI). AuI is an alternative prediction of how Artificial Intelligence
(AI) will be used in the future. It focuses on AI's assistive role, emphasizing the fact that
cognitive technology is designed to enhance human intelligence rather than replace it. It is
critical to be aware of the way in which the occupant interacts with his/her building since
this has major implications on the building energy performance and the indoor
environmental quality (IEQ) of the building itself. This means that the energy performance
or IEQ of the same building may change significantly when the end user changes or
modifies their behaviour. As such, the philosophy of the DST is to automate first where
possible, however it is recognised that in
many cases, it is not possible to automate
or fully-automate the solution and
therefore AuI is leveraged to ensure
maximum impact of the DST technology.
This is achieved through customised
dashboards and 3D models that are
designed specifically to the individual end
user requirements. All dashboards or
public models can be made available on a
smart phone, PC, MAC or tablet as well as
on public screens, or live touch screens or
touch walls.
For example, Figure 10 illustrates a 3D public model for stakeholder engagement. This
public model is used for information and education of different stakeholders and can be
customised to drive these stakeholders to take actions relevant to e.g. the Cities
sustainability targets. Any data that is displayed is anonymised and aggregated so that no
sensitive or personal data is shown. It is important to identify the stakeholders and the
actions that the City wants them to take so that the public model can have the maximum
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impact, as such stakeholder workshops are also included in the creation of the 3D public
model.
It must also be recognised that the decision maker is not always the same person in every
organisation. As such, custom dashboards can be created to present the information in the
manner appropriate for the decision maker, e.g. an end user looking to make a business or
a finance decision or an end user wishing to make a technical decision or an end user who
will make the decision based on sustainability or green criteria. As per the public model,
stakeholder engagement workshops are key to identify how these dashboards should look
like, what actions you want the decision maker to take and how the information should be
presented to them, e.g. non-technical, technical etc.
Additional custom dashboards for individual buildings can also be created to monitor the
impact of the different interventions. This will provide information with respect to e.g. the
reduced energy consumption, reduced carbon emissions, payback to date, timeline to
payback etc. It will also provide information where the building occupants are breaking the
design intent and having a negative impact on the operational or renovation intervention
strategies that would stop the payback from being reached. As per the other dashboards,
stakeholder workshops are key to ensure that the information is displayed in a manner that
will be understood by the occupants, that will engage and inform them and that will enable
them to take a desired action where necessary, e.g. if design intent is broken.

Fig. 11: Gain and Repay Dashboard

1.3 Introduction to the Limerick Study Area and PEB
The study has taken into account the Georgian area of Limerick city, which boundaries have
been defined during the feasibility study of the proposal phase, with the recent extension
for the updated turbine location to the North. The area of interest (Figure 13) consists of 23
city blocks (13 small census areas), enclosing an area of 353,000 m2. This consists of about
952 buildings of mixed use, most of which have constructions dating back to the Georgian
age (circa 18th to early 19th Century), making them particularly inefficient from an energy
efficiency point of view. The possibility of performing deep renovation works is limited by
historical and heritage restrictions, considering that approx. 600 buildings are listed as of
national/historical significance.
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Fig. 12: DPED Limerick
Within the DPEB, three blocks where a PEB could be created have been identified, as
shown in Figure 13:
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Fig. 13: Initial potential PEBs investigated
Following the initial analysis of the proposal phase, focus was placed on one PEB - ‘PEB A’
from now on - (shown as PEB A in Figure 3, and Block 1 in Figure 4) , whilst also gaining an
understanding of the other PEBs that work could be extended to within the +CityxChange
project as initial replication areas. More detail on how this conclusion arose is found in
Section 2, however in summary, PEB A was chosen because it offered the most potential to
become a PEB within the project timescale, considering the building types, ownership,
conditions, possible retrofit options and suitability for renewable energy production and
engagement of the building owners themselves.
The buildings in PEB A that have been analysed in detail both at single-building level and as
a whole, in terms of mutual relations between buildings, also including possible shared
assets, such as photovoltaic panels, are shown below:

Fig. 14: Limerick PEB A Buildings
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2 Data Collection for Baseline Model for
Demonstration
This section describes how the data has been collected to create the baseline for the
Limerick PEB. A brief explanation of the type of research conducted is also provided.

2.1 Type of research
The research to create the baseline is quantitative since we are trying to assess actual
building energy performance, potential for energy reduction, and build socio economic data
for the chosen PEB. All of this relates to hard data that needs to come from the buildings’
owners, sources contained with databases of LCCC or national databases showing socio
economic data. The data for the baseline also needs to align with the project KPIs where
relevant, all of which are concerned with physical data. As such, no qualitative data was
collected in this task. For example, it was not necessary to understand people’s perceptions
of building performance, perception of crime or how they felt about their local area.

2.2 Data Protection
IES and other partners have been working with LCCC to put in place a data processing
agreement, which outlines how partners will collect, process and protect data and identify
where a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) is required to comply with GDPR and
Irish Data Protection Law. This is part of the data management plan in WP11. This data
processing agreement is now in place along with a document which outlines the various
potential use cases where a DPIA will be required. In addition, a Data Processing
Agreement (DPA) is in place between IESRD and LCCC with respect to how IESRD will use
and protect data that has been provided by LCCC.
A Data Protection Impact Assessment refers to a risk assessment for data and should be
carried out when a significant new process is implemented, in order to identify any Data
Protection issues. The DPIA is only relevant to data processing for residential buildings, not
for commercial buildings that are not considered to have direct links to natural
persons/individuals. Name of residential building occupants, address, and billing
information data are an issue in terms of personal data processing. Possible ways to
mitigate the risks for collecting and processing such data include associating the data to
residential buildings rather than to residential building occupants, while conferring a
building ID to these residential buildings rather than using the exact address for building
identification purposes. As regards residential building energy utility billing data, it is
advised not to process personal data by asking residential building occupants to enter only
the (monthly/yearly) usage on their property into a website rather than to share the entire
bill.
For this task and deliverable, a DPIA is not required as no personal data has been collected.
All data relating to residential dwellings has been collected from open sources and no
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personal information has been used in any of the analysis. Any of the detailed analysis for
the 5 buildings in the DPEB does not include personal data as these are commercial
buildings and commercial building owners.

2.3 Data Collection for Energy Baseline
In order to make possible the realization of energy models of the buildings within the area,
it has been fundamental to collect as much information as possible on the buildings in the
PEB on geometries, constructions, use and conditions. At city level, estimations and
approximated, aggregate, values have been considered, where a high accuracy was not
sought or possible for the wide overview.

2.3.1 City Level
The following items have been collected as a basis on which the city modelling took place:
● Limerick City Centre Shapefile (from LCCC)
● Sustainable Energy Authority Ireland (SEAI) Building Energy Rating (BER) public
search
● SEAI BER map (https://app.enerfund.eu/)
● ENERFUND H2020 Project map (https://app.enerfund.eu/)
The Shapefile of the Limerick city centre has been retrieved directly from LCCC project
partner and it contains buildings locations, geometries, end use and vacancy rates. It also
allowed identifying which buildings are listed as derelicts.
Without available information on average U-values and construction types for the buildings
in the area, the other three files (SEAI BER public search, SEAI BER map & ENERFUND map)
were analysed to extrapolate average values of thermal transmittance of the various
elements characterizing the envelope of the buildings within the area of interest. As this
research is nation-wide, values have been filtered considering the Limerick city centre only
and, in particular, restricted to those buildings whose construction dates back to the
Georgian period.

2.3.2 PEB Building Level
A more detailed data collection process took place for the five buildings of PEB A through
direct contact with the building owner and the ability to carry out an operational audit and
visual survey for each building through site visits from IES consultants and follow up queries
with the building owners.
The template for data collection is shown in Annex A, and is also used for collecting building
data from other cities in the project. It consists of the data concerned with the construction,
condition and existing improvements to the building as well as energy consumption and
operational parameters of any internal HVAC equipment in the building. The template also
seeks to obtain the location of large files that may hold this data so that they can be easily
imported into the software where available.
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This template was filled in by LCCC and IES, and much information was collected through
conversations and exchange of emails between Limerick City Council and IES, however it
was necessary to conduct site visits and engage with building owners in order to obtain
more detailed information such as internal systems data, detailed operation and schedule
of the buildings, and an understanding of the building owners interests/needs/investment
possibilities. Site visits occurred during the following periods:
●

●
●
●

Early Oct. 2019 - building survey to Gardens international: access to limited amount
of spaces and info (Electrical plant room, Reception area, rooftop, car park and
Basement, Roof area)
End Oct 2019 - building surveys: Rooney Auctioneers & Chamber of Commerce
Early Nov 2019 - building survey: Youth Service & General Post Office
Early March 2020 – meeting with building owners (all apart from Chamber of
commerce) to present the analysis to date and discuss the next steps, which will
follow on for T4.6 and D4.4 with respect to improving the energy efficiency of the
block

For all buildings, where information was not available, reasonable assumptions were made
using standards (e.g. CIBSE), the building regulations at time of construction or renovation
(e.g. Irish Technical Guidance Documents for Construction) or inherent knowledge from
experienced energy design modellers within IESRD and IES UK parent. For example,
experienced energy design modellers will know inherently which CIBSE profile to select for
a building of its type, orientation, etc. This is currently dependent on user knowledge,
however future versions of IES software are examining how to make this easier for all users.
Further information will be available from the Smart Link Units (SLUs) to be installed by
Mpower in T4.6; this will provide metered data for the buildings and as such the individual
building models and the overall city model will be updated to provide better outputs from
the DST.

2.3.2.1 Chamber of Commerce
The following items have been collected for the Chamber of Commerce building.
Preliminary data collection
● Energy data:
○ Monthly electricity bills day/night (one whole year – August missing)
Site visit
● Floor plans - manual drawings from IES during site visit
● Internal space subdivision and room types, with related:
○ Space heating system & thermal set points
○ Operational details
○ Typical occupancy
○ Number and typology of main appliances
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2.3.2.2 Gardens International
The following items have been collected for the Gardens International building.
Preliminary data collection
● Energy model of the building already available from IES
Site visit
● Solar thermal collectors on roof
● Basement layout

2.3.2.3 General Post Office
The following items have been collected for the General Post Office building.
Preliminary data collection
● Energy data:
○ Bi-monthly electricity bills (whole year – 2011 to 2019)
○ Yearly gas bills (2015 to 2019)
● Ground floor plan
Site visit
● First floor plan - manual drawing from IES
● Typical occupancy
● HVAC system & gas boilers manufacturer data
● Operational details
○ DHW and space heating schedules
○ Thermal set points
● AHU
● Lighting type and operation
● Small power appliances

2.3.2.4 Rooney Auctioneers
The following items have been collected for the Rooney Auctioneers building.
Preliminary data collection
● Energy data:
○ Bi-monthly electricity bills day/night (one whole year)
Site visit
● Floor plans - manual drawings from IES during site visit
● Typical occupancy and space use by floor
● HVAC systems
● Lighting systems
● Computers and small power appliances

2.3.2.5 Youth Service
The following items have been collected for the Youth Service building.
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Preliminary data collection
● Energy data:
○ Monthly electricity bills day/night (one whole year – 2 months missing)
○ Monthly gas bills (one whole year – 2 months missing)
● Floor plans
Site visit
● Typical occupancy
● Updated floor plans – from electrical plans
● HVAC system & gas boilers manufacturer data
● Operational details
○ Space heating schedules
○ Expected thermal set points
● Air conditioning units identified (3)
● Mechanical ventilation system
● Lighting type and operation
● Small power appliances

2.4 Data Collection for PEB Electricity Network
The picture below is a cropped image of the PEB A area, which was taken from an electricity
network map of the Georgian District from ESB Networks. The red boxes on the map
represent the ESB substations.
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Fig. 15: PEB A Electricity Network

2.5 Data Collection for Socio-Economic Baseline
The most reliable, and suitable source of socio-economic information was decided as the
last Irish Census from 2016, and the lowest level of data available from this was at Small
Census Areas (SCA). For the Limerick PEB, although the SCA boundary was slightly larger
than the PEB itself and included another block of buildings, it was felt that this was the best
and most appropriate source of data. The figure below shows the SCA boundary (in black)
and the PEB boundary (in red).
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Fig. 16: Limerick SCA (black) and PEB boundaries (red)
Source: http://census.cso.ie/p2map12/

The data available form the Census was mapped to the requirements in terms of useful
socio-economic data and the relevant metric set out in D1.1 Relationship Modelling. The
result of the exercise is shown below:
Socio Economic
metric

Definition shown in
D1.3

Identified Source

Revised Definition
following data
availability review

Calculation of new
metric

Derelict/vacant
land/space

% of usable economic
space in the city that is
vacant

Census - Vacant
buildings data

% of vacant buildings in
the PEB

(No. vacant buildings
÷ Total no. of
buildings in PEB) *100

Life expectancy

Average age of life
expectancy

Census - Health
data

% Population 'General
Health Fair and above'

(No. people classed
as 'General Health
Fair and above' ÷
Total no. of people in
PEB) *100

Ave. Disposable
Income

Average amount of
disposable income per
month

Census - Social Class
data

% of population as
professional,
managerial/technical
employment

(No. of people in PEB
classed in
professional,
managerial/technical
employment ÷ Total
no. of people in PEB)
*100
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Job creation

No. of jobs directly or
indirectly created per
year

Census employment data

% of people employed in
the PEB

(No. of people in PEB
classed as in work ÷
Total no. of people in
PEB) *100

Table 1: Socio Economic KPs available from Census data
It should be noted that the Census occurs every 5 years, with the next one due in 2021, as
such, we will incorporate the next Census data within the DST when it is available to track
progress on the DPEB and other actions taken in Limerick as a result of the citizen
engagement in T4.3. As there is an API available to download the information and import it
into the DST, this can be easily used to update the data in future. This will be added to the
API repository in WP1 and linked to the DST for Limerick. The explanation for the API is
found at:
https://statbank.cso.ie/webserviceclient/ and the further details are found at:
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=csodata
As well as data from the Census, other source to calculate the remaining socio economic
metrics was also identified as follows:
Socio
Economic
metric

Definition
shown in D1.3

Identified
Source

Revised Definition
following data
availability review

Calculation of
new metric

Air
pollution

PM10 and
PM2.5 (ug/m3)

Air Quality
Index for
Health highest
indicator

Air Quality from
O'Connell street
sensor via online API

Air Quality Index
for Health
highest indicator

Intermodal
connectivity

No. of places
where 2 or
more modes of
transport
connect.

Bus stop, tram
stop and car
sharing
locations
already
available for
LCCC that are
imported into
IES software

Number of public
and private
transportation routes
and stops that are
located within a 1/2
mile of the PEBs
(LEED Access to
Quality Transport
measure, includes
buses, light rail, and
rideshare programs)

From a given
point in the PEB,
the software can
calculate the
measure,

Table 2: Socio Economic KPs available from other data sources
Whilst potential data sources have been identified for the following metrics, the data to be
obtained and imported into the software is still to be fully discussed and agreed with
Limerick City and County Council. This is part of on-going discussions and the model will be
updated accordingly when new information is available and hence used to inform the BCV
as part of T4.2.
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Socio Economic metric

Definition shown in D1.3

% change in property value

% change in value vs prior year

Ease of access to critical infrastructure

Ave. time to travel to
police/fire/hospital/retail

Crime

Crime index or Crimes per 1,000 of
population

No. premature deaths

No. premature deaths per 1,000 of
population

Fuel poverty

No. people in fuel poverty per 1,000 of
population

Congestion

Average commute time in car (mins)
Table 3: Socio Economic KPIs not yet available

2.6 Creating the Baseline Model
2.6.1 Georgian Innovation District
All the information collected at city level (Section 2.3) has been used for the modelling of
the Limerick city in the IES software, following the procedure outlined in this section.
●

Extraction of the Shapefile received from LCCC - The below image is a
representation of the original file sent by LCCC. The file was comprehensive, in
addition to the GIS information on the buildings, of their end use (Residential,
Commercial.), their name (if any, e.g. Restaurants), their vacancy rates and their
PGID. The PGID is used internally by LCCC to identify each building and it turned out
to be very useful in this context in order to be able to link each additional property
to the relevant building.
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Fig. 17: Limerick original Shapefile

●

Import the Shapefile into the DST - An ‘import’ function has been used to upload the
Shapefile directly into the DST, mapping all the relevant attributes and geo-locating
the model.

Fig. 18: Limerick iCD model from Shapefile
●

Find average thermal transmittance of partitions in the area of interest Transmittance values have been estimated by analysing the SEAI BER public search,
SEAI BER map & ENERFUND map. Values have been filtered per ‘Limerick City
Centre’ and construction year pre-1850, in order to have a good estimation of
thermal properties of those buildings dating back to the Georgian period. These
values are then assigned into the software.
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●

Run energy simulation of the city to estimate the energy consumption distribution
as well as carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions for the whole area - see results section 3.

2.6.2 PEB Building Model Baseline
Models of the individual buildings are first created using the City Model process, as
described in Section 2.6.1, which creates a first indication of each building’s energy
performance in the PEB.
These models are then improved over time as further information is collected, improving
firs the models within the city level tool and then moving to more detailed granular analysis
through connection with the IES proprietary Virtual Environment software, where detailed
models can be created and the data uploaded back to the city model DST.
This is first achieved using information provided from the building owners and via site visits
(as described in Section 2.3) but in the future, when metered data is available from the
SLUs, the accuracy of the models can be improved even further. At any point of the
process, a level of confidence is provided with respect to the result provided by the DST to
enable decision making. The greater the confidence level, the more the decision maker can
rely on the results to take a decision. Therefore, depending on the decision to be made,
confidence will be a big or a small factor, e.g. if deciding on a large capital expenditure to
carry out an energy upgrade, the confidence level needs to be high, and hence an accurate
model is required; on the other hand, if deciding where to carry out further investigations
with respect to district renovation improvements, the confidence level need only be low
and a low level accuracy mode will suffice.
The different levels of DST and information to be gathered has been provided in Section
1.2.

2.6.3 Electricity Network Model
Now that demand profile data from the buildings is available, whether the profile is a high
level profile calculated from the city model or a more detailed profile from a sophisticated
building Digital Twin using the IES Virtual Environment, this demand profile data can now be
applied to the network modelling within the DST.
The existing infrastructure from Limerick, as outlined in Section 2.4 was integrated within
the DST along with existing assets (of which there are few). Characteristics of the electricity
grid, including location of substations, properties and length of single branches were
interpreted from existing ESB Networks drawings (see Section 2.4). For Limerick DPEB, it
was assumed that all the five buildings are linked to the same electrical substation; this is
currently still an unknown.
Now that the building demand profiles and the grid information is available in the DST,
analysis on the increase of local production, the addition of EV charging points and the
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addition of other Distributed Energy Resources (e.g. batteries) can be carried out. This can
now be used to design the PEB identifying the impact on energy and carbon, also designing
decarbonisation strategies, at the same time ensuring that the assets are sized correctly to
the requirements of the buildings while taking into account any energy renovation
strategies and proposed energy efficiency upgrades.
As such, the DST now allows for multi-vectoral analysis of a very complex problem.
This design can be used to de-risk the solution and investments to be made. Data from the
DST can also be passed to Powel and Mpower systems to analyse the energy trading aspect
and incorporate this into the user dashboard for decision making. This is achieved through
an API (please refer to Deliverable 2.2) and can also be used for future analysis and
real-time trading.

2.6.4 Addition of Socio Economic Data
As described earlier, it was agreed that the lowest level of available data from the Irish
Census could be used to form most of the socio economic baseline, Geo-located
boundaries have been imported from the Central Statistics Office (CSO) website, which
enabled the possibility of mapping and monitoring socio-economic data at SCA level. The
required data was manually exported and imported into IES software to set the baseline,
with an API from CSO identified as the best route for importing future data updates that are
scheduled every 5 years. The link to the CSO API can be found at:
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=csodata.
For Air Quality data, the sensor identified is continually updated in the AQIH tables
approximately every hour on a continuing basis, and the API documentation can be found
at: https://erc.epa.ie/real-time-air/www/aqindex/aqih_json.php . It is intended for this to be
used to calculate the Air Quality KPI for the PEB, however the development for this is not
yet complete. Further details will be added as part of Task 1.4, and also T1,2.
The development to model the relevant socio economic data within the Integrated PEB DST
is in progress, but has not yet been completed.
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3 Demo and Training Given to Limerick City and
County Council
3.1 First demo and training provided to LCCC
A demonstration of the first available version of the Integrated Planning and Decision
Support Tool (DST) was given to Limerick City and County Council on 20th May 2019. The
following outlines the agenda for the demo and training session:
Demo of how the DST works and introduction: 9.30 am – 10 am
DST Workshop: 10am – 1pm
Topic 1: DST Basics
1. Import from OSM
2. Edit Buildings
3. Create Objects
4. Model Preferences
5. Master planning layers
6. Visualisation
7. Custom Attributes
8. Paint Tool
9. Boundary tool
Topic 2: Analysis & Reporting
1. Walkability Access
2. Accessibility Assessment
3. Solar Assessment
4. Time Assessment
5. Default Reports
Topic 3: Running Simulations
1. Data inputs
2. Run an energy model
3. Simulation results at building level
4. Default energy reports
Topic 4: Connection to Cloud Model for Public Visualisation
1. Synchronise DST model with cloud
2. Visualise data in 3D cloud model
3. Update DST model with other information that may have been imported to
the cloud
4. Download an existing cloud model into the DST
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Topic 5: Importing Data from Shapefile / GeoJSON
1. Import from Shapefile / GeoJSON
2. Export data to CSV
3. Make changes to data, add new attributes
4. Import edited CSV into model
Q&A: 13:00 – 13:30
The following personnel attended from LCCC: Mihai Bilauca (data/digitalisation), Pat
Stephens (engineer), Kieran Reeves (urban planner) and Michael Healy (GIS). This provided
a good example of different skills within the council and potential end users for the DST.
The session was interactive, with many queries of what the DST could and couldn’t do being
raised during the session and a number of queries were sent back to IESRD development
team to be added to the backlog for future development. Some of these were easy fixes
(e.g. some bugs identified during the session itself) and others were items that would need
to go on a longer term list as they involved significant development. These questions are
outlined as follows, incorporating the discussion that was had within IESRD and passed
back to LCCC; items in green have subsequently been addressed:
Bugs identified during the training session:
● VE energy simulations do not work if the site is imported using a GeoJSON file. This
only for OSM imports
o Note: bug reported and subsequently fixed
● On the right hand window under “layers”, changing the colour of a layer does not
seem to do anything (I know colours can be changed in “preferences”, but should
this option change something also?) - bug reported and subsequently fixed
Questions:
1. Why does the free version of SketchUp not work with the DST? Is it because it does
not allow plug-ins?
o This is right yes, free version doesn’t allow plug ins?
2. Can the ground plane use .wms files instead of Geofabrik tiles?
o Not at the moment. It’s never been looked at (and we are not familiar with
them). If we have geo-located tile images we can add them to the model but
it would need further investigation
3. Solar Assessment: Does this account for shading from nearby objects?
o Currently this doesn’t as the time for simulation would be too long, most
developments for residential or commercial in Ireland do not have high-rise
and most roof are exposed but it is something that is in the backlog for the
future and for areas with more high rise. Where absolutely needed, the
model can be imported into the IES Virtual Environment and a suncast
analysis can be carried out but this is timely and hence only recommended
where absolutely necessary. IESRD are currently investigating better
algorithms that would enable this at good accuracy.
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4. Air quality is something LCCC would like to include in their model. This would be
applied to a boundary, but it would be a radial boundary – could something like this
be added? This is important for all cities, as they will want to see a reduction in NoX
levels if they move from petrol/diesel cars to EVs so would come into the long term
strategy.
o This is currently not available but will be put on the backlog list to be
included in the cloud model as this would be the best place to address it.
o Note: this is now available as a custom attribute in the cloud model
5. LCCC would like to visualise where EV chargers are. Would it be possible to add
these as “objects”? I am not sure if something like this would be planned as at the
moment, as this also falls under the iVN. At the moment we can account for their
position using “walkability boundaries” or “accessibility assessments”
o Note: This has now been added to the DST
6. Limerick has a lot of trenches and basements – is there a way to reflect trenches in
the model? For +CxC, these may be used to host batteries or other tech and
Limerick has OSI data which includes the height of all buildings and landscape
throughout the city. This is licensed data at the moment, but they would be
interested in adding this information to the model if this were possible on our end,
and if they can get agreement with OSI
o Note: these can now be included in the model but without the terrain;
terrain is still a complex issue for future development/versions of the
software
7. Buildings can be split into floors, but the overall building type must remain the same
– is there a way to change this? In most buildings in Limerick, the bottom floor and
top floors are different buildings with different addresses. Is there a way to reflect
this in the iCD, without having to manually draw each building? The “split up objects”
tool does not seem to do this either
o This is in the backlog to be addressed, it is quite a complex issue so in the
short term, manual work arounds can be used
8. Cloud model: Will we be able to track changes made between uploads? In addition,
if a building changes use type over time, will we be able to track this?
o This is also in the backlog for development
o Note: this will be completed before the end of 2020
Feedback
1. Matching attributes after a GeoJSON or CSV import is confusing, and not intuitive
that the user needs to select the correct import type (string, integer, etc) before they
can select the desired attribute from the list of existing attributes. They expressed
that they would prefer if all existing attributes were in a single list, where the user
could type/filter as required (similar to how the user selects the attribute they wish
to display using the “visualisation tool”)
o Note: this is now available in the DST
2. Accessibility Assessment: This term is confusing, as planners consider a
building/area “accessible” if it has wheelchair access. Could this be renamed to
something else, like proximity assessment?
o Note: this has been changed
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3. When basements are added, it is difficult to visualise these in the 3D map view. If the
map is turned upside-down, it is difficult to tell which buildings are below the ground
plane. Would it be possible to change the colour / add transparency to rooms which
are beneath ground level?
o Note: this has now been addressed by adding a sub-object custom attribute
(that applies only to the basement floor, not other floors) which they can use
the visualise tool to see (even when they turn the map off)
4. It would be useful if the DST could account for population density in the future.
When looking at Amenities, it would be beneficial if an assessment could be carried
out to identify the number of amenities per X people in a particular area.
o Note: this can now be done as a custom attribute
5. If there is a planned residential/commercial development in the future that will cast
shade on existing PV, could we account for this in the future? Would be a good
scenario to investigate the trade-off between additional housing/employment etc
vs. the impact this will have on renewable energy, grid imports, CO2 emissions, etc.
o Note: as per the above comment on shading, but this can be addressed by
changing the efficiency of the PV and also detailed analysis in the IES Virtual
Environment where required
Other feedback that was received during the demo and training session was related to the
expert level of the user who will carry out analysis in the DST. It was felt by the LCCC urban
planner, Kieran Reeves that the DST was too complicated for him to use and hence he
would prefer to have something more intuitive that presented him with the results, instead
of having to operate the DST himself. This was noted and taken on board.
Note: this initial training did not include the socio-economic indicators as they were still in
development at that time.

3.2 Subsequent demos provided to LCCC
Following the initial training provided in May 2019, further improvements were made to the
DST based on the feedback from the first training. Over the course of the next 12 months,
i.e. June 2019 to May 2020, the DST continued to evolve, taking on board feedback from the
Trondheim lighthouse city and also the Fellow Cities. During this time, IESRD also visited
each of the other 6 cities in the project, to present the available version of the DST and
ascertain feedback. The DST also then incorporated the outputs from T1.1 regarding the
socio-economic indicators and coded these within the tool.
Progress was reported to LCCC at the regular monthly meetings with some short
demonstrations to get feedback and then on the 11th February 2020, a more in-depth
demonstration was carried out with LCCC to discuss the cloud-based platform that would
be presented to the public and also the proposed dashboard for the urban planner as
discussed at the earlier session, the previous May.
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Information relating to both of these dashboards are presented in Section 5 and 6 of this
document.

3.3 Training and User Guides
For every build of the software, training and user guides are made available, these are on
the IES website and also can be found via hyperlink within the software itself as shown in
the image below:
Click on the help icon and the User Guide link is available

Fig. 19: Location of User Guides within the DST platform
Currently there are two user guides for the DST:
1. https://help.iesve.com/icd2020/ - this guides the user how to create a baseline
model and carry out analysis.
2. https://help.iesve.com/ivn2020/ - this guides the user on how to create the
network model
Both guides explain how to link to the cloud model to bring either building energy demand
or network model information (e.g. power flow) into the cloud model for complete
visualisation.
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4 Description of the Socio-Economic Scenarios
Presented During the Demonstration and
Associated Results
During the demonstration in February 2020, a number of socio-economic scenarios to first
be examined within the DST was discussed. Following this and further discussions with
urban planners in LCCC, a list of scenarios were agreed to be modelled within the DST as a
first example of how these would work and how LCCC can use them to inform the Bold City
Vision, in T4.2. These were modelled by IESRD and presented to LCCC.
In order to give geographical significance and consistency to the various scenarios, Small
Census Areas (SCAs) boundaries have been imported in the DST from the Central Statistics
Office (CSO) website through the use of GeoJSON files. Those SCAs, shown below, have
then been populated with baseline values for certain parameters of interest through
importing and mapping csv files from the CSO with the latest socio-economic information
for each single area. It needs to be noted that, depending on the type of analysis and
available data, some scenarios are addressing the whole Georgian innovation district
(Figure 20; average values calculated from all the SCAs within the district) while others are
only relative to the SCA containing the PEB A and a number of other buildings (Figure 21).

Fig. 20 – All Small Census Areas within the Georgian innovation district
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Fig. 21 – Small Census Area containing PEB A

The list of scenarios analysed is outlined below, with a detailed explanation of where the
baseline values have been retrieved and how the future scenarios have been evaluated.
Within Scenario 1, screenshots from the DST (Figures W, Z) have been included to show the
DST user interface when performing the evaluation of future scenarios for each indicator,
according to the given equations. It has to be noted that, where the connection of two or
more indicators through exact mathematical equations was not possible, the relationship
model outlined in Task 1.4 has helped in shaping the projections based on an estimated
effect that a given scenario would have on a specific indicator (i.e. direct/indirect,
linear/non-linear/, positive/negative, weak/strong, immediate/delayed).
 .
1
Energy efficiency interventions on the DPEB to reduce energy demand [kWh/year] and
associated impact on job growth [% of employed people], increased disposable income for the
building owner [€] and increased property value [€]. Scale of analysis for this scenario is the DPEB
Small Census Area.
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Fig. 22 – DST: Socio-Economic Indicators interface, Scenario 1 equations

Fig. 23 – DST: Socio-Economic Indicators interface, Scenario 1 results
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The energy demand is coming from the DST dynamic simulation and the savings are related
to energy efficiency interventions analysed within the tool. Results consider the use of
future weather data developed through the FP7-UMBRELLA project, and which IESRD has a
licence for, to take into account the effect of climate change on simulation results.
The baseline value of available jobs is estimated through the CSO database. The number of
employed people within the SCA has been divided by the total number of people within the
same area, resulting in a percentage value of employed people. The projections towards
2050 are formulated according to the relationship model developed in T1.4, which outlines
a direct relationship between energy efficiency interventions and jobs availability and
results in a 10% increase of overall employed people (Figure 23).
The monthly disposable income is also rising with the increase in energy efficiency of the
buildings within the DPEB SCA, which sees an additional 500€ per month per each building
owner in the course of 30 years (Figure 24). The baseline value is estimated availing of the
number of employed people for each profession (from the CSO) and the average salary of
that specific profession (from online job-search platforms), to which then monthly average
household expenses for common needs have been subtracted. The projection increases
due to the lower expenses for energy bills that come together with the energy efficiency
interventions, considering savings based on electricity and gas average national costs in
Ireland.
Finally, as the relationship model suggests, property value raises based on the higher
energy rating that the building can achieve, which is well known for increasing the market
value of both residential and commercial buildings. Overall, for the area under analysis, a
200€/m2 average increase is estimated in the next 30 years (Figure 25), assuming that the
suggested interventions will be applied.
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Fig. 23 – Scenario 1: Jobs availability, projection to 2050

Fig. 24 – Scenario 1: Disposable income, projection to 2050

Fig. 25 – Scenario 1: Property value, projection to 2050

 . Increase in local production (PV panels) in the DPEB [number/type of assets], and associated
2
impact on grid congestion [increased kW], reduced carbon dioxide emissions [CO2] and increase
in jobs availability [% of employed people]. Scale of analysis for this scenario is the DPEB Small
Census Area.
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A total amount of 1,000m2 of PVs distributed on the available roof spaces of the buildings in
the DPEB is added to the baseline model within the DST in various year between 2020 and
2050, with a fictitious yearly distribution, and the effect of this on grid congestion, CO2
emissions and jobs availability is estimated. Additional generation off-site and not
building-installed is not considered in this model.
High-level analysis from the DST outlined that, of the overall production from the installed
photovoltaic assets, about 11% of the yearly production might be sent back to the grid due
to either excess production or absence of demand in particular times of the day/year. This
additional load going back to the electricity grid might lead to congestion of the existing
infrastructure, and its quantity is estimated in Figure 26, showing about 16,000kWh of
excess production from PVs within the 30 years period.
At the same time, the energy produced by RES will lower the carbon dioxide emissions in
the DPEB, with an estimated emission reduction of almost 50 tons of CO2 between 2020
and 2050 (Figure 27).
The baseline value of available jobs is estimated through the CSO database as in the
previous scenario. The installation of renewable assets requires expert technician labour as
well as yearly maintenance, outlining a non-linear relationship between the installation of
new energy assets and jobs availability and results in a 5% increase of overall employed
people (Figure 28).

Fig. 26 – Scenario 2: Grid congestion, projection to 2050
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Fig. 27 - Carbon dioxide emissions reduction, projection to 2050

Fig. 28 – Scenario 2: Jobs availability, projection to 2050

3. Renovating vacant properties for mixed use commercial and residential space [% of vacant
buildings] and associated carbon impact on the Georgian innovation district [tons of CO2/year]
and increase in available jobs [% of employed people] and reduced crime [crime rate]. Baseline
model in Georgian innovation district.
The third scenario is based on the hypothesis of the re-development of about 500 vacant
properties identified within the Georgian innovation district, corresponding to a about a 6%
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decrease in overall vacancies, whose baseline value of 22.5% is based on CSO data of all
the Small Census Areas covering the Georgian innovation district.
The drawback of this scenario is an obviously reasonable increase in carbon dioxide
emissions, due to the necessity of heating a number of buildings that would previously
consume very low to no energy at all, which could not anyway be intended as a perk.
Overall, Figure 29 shows an estimated 450 tons of additional CO2 emissions from the
developed buildings in the 30 years projection period, based on the average emissions
from similar buildings in the area.
The demand for skilled labours would highly benefit from this scenario, with an overall
increase of 4% available jobs within the Georgian innovation district (Figure 30), based on
the projection evinced from the relationship model outlined in T1.4.
Finally, land vacancies are well known for being, together with poverty and inefficient night
illuminance, one of the main reasons for the spread of crime within a constrained area.
Figure 3 shows how the development of vacant land estimated in this scenario would lead
to a reduction of the crime rate of about 5 points (Figure 31), where the baseline value of
46.9 comes from global databases and is identified as ‘moderate’.

Fig. 29 – Scenario 3: Carbon dioxide emissions, projection to 2050
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Fig. 30 – Scenario 3: Jobs availability, projection to 2050

Fig. 31 – Scenario 3: Crime rate, projection to 2050

4. Increased EV charging stations [number of charging stations] and associated impact on grid
congestion [kWh], which informs DSO of necessary future grid reinforcements, as well as
improvement on air pollution [NO2 levels], which in turn improves life expectancy [years].
Baseline model is the Georgian innovation district.
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This final scenario outlines the effects of the installation of a total number of 300 electric
vehicles charging stations of 7.4kW of maximum charge each within the Georgian
innovation district, in homogeneously staggered by year until 2050.
As per the addition of RES, here again we can see an increase in electricity demand to the
grid, estimated reaching up to 3,200kWh in the 30 years period only accounting for the use
of the additional charging stations (Figure 32), based on a daily use of about 4h each.
On the positive side, air quality highly benefits from such scenario, which hypothesized that
for each added station there would be a reduction in the number of people using
traditional-fuel cars; this could bring the NO2 levels in the air from an initial value of 21
µg/m3, which comes from the most up to date Limerick Air Quality Report (April 2020), to
about 16 µg/m3 based on the estimated reduced use of traditional cars (Figure 33). The
estimation takes into account average emission factors from cars and considers a NO2
fraction of 40% on the overall NOx emissions.
The increase in air quality will then also impact life expectancy, with a delay of a few years
compared to the first installation of the charging stations, but with overall good projections
which estimate almost 1.5 years of extended lifetime for both genders (Figure 34), whose
baseline life expectancy comes once again from the Central Statistics Office database, at
national level. The direct relationship between air quality and life expectancy, as well as the
strength factor, have been estimated according to the relationship model outlined in T1.4.

Fig. 32 – Scenario 4: Grid congestion, projection to 2050
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Fig. 33 – Scenario 4: Air pollution, projection to 2050

Fig. 34 – Scenario 4: Life expectancy, projection to 2050

The above analyses gave an overview and understanding of the scenarios analysed by
IESRD within the DST following the advice and discussions held with LCCC. The next step
will be to incorporate these into the urban planner dashboard (as outlined in Section 5) and
to discuss with Kieran Reeves how these can be presented to enable urban planners take
decisions or start discussions with local councillors or higher planning authorities. This will
be reported as part of Deliverable 1.4 for the description of the complete end to end DST.
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5 Monitoring and Evaluation of the Limerick
Lighthouse City
During the meeting in February 2020, the following was presented to LCCC with respect to
the dashboard for monitoring the impacts of measures to be taken in Limerick. This
incorporated the feedback from the first demo in May 2019 with respect to the urban
planners needing something more simple to take decisions. The following outlines what
was presented at the meeting:
1. Import the site and the info from the DST to the cloud model. Have some simple
tiles with the total energy use for the site and total CO2 etc. Ability to select
different boundaries, which could be different existing or potential future PEBs
and see the total energy use for those boundaries. Flexible so the end user can
pick their own ‘cards’, i.e. attributes to display, depending on the task they are
trying to do.

Fig. 35: Info
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2. Select a boundary and see the attributes, e.g. total energy and CO2 for that
boundary only.

Fig. 36: Boundary attributes and logo replaced

3. Hover over a building and see the main attributes

Fig. 37: Hold on hover
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4. Click on the building and see all of the attributes and examine it in more detail.

Fig. 38: Building Attributes
5. Edit your cards, i.e. select which core attributes from the full building list you
want to see

Fig. 39: Edit Cards
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6. Carry out the analysis, i.e. the full metrics viewer or just the KPIs

Fig. 40: Analysis
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7. Select the KPIs, view as a table, a bar chart or as cards. Examine the base scenario
against future years/scenarios and see the differences. Download the information to
be analysed in other platforms if desired. Select which scenarios to be examined.
Select which boundaries to be examined.

Fig. 41: KPIs Display
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8. Choose the metric viewer only, i.e. allows the user to choose which metric they want
to examine and for which boundary and drag the time bar at the bottom across to
see the effect of different scenarios across a time plan.

Fig. 42: Test Panels
As a result of this a number of observations were made:
1. there is crossover with what FAC are doing with respect to the KPIs which are
project specific and as such it was decided that any KPIs within the DST should
be kept as those tracking progress or enabling decisions with respect to the PEB
only. It was decided that an API would therefore be put in place that would send
relevant data from the DST to FAC’s platform for monitoring project progress.
2. The dashboard is still a bit too complicated. The urban planner ideally wants all
of the information on one page to view and hence make decisions. As such, the
following was discussed:
ii. This needs to be flexible to show other KPIs, so the end user could
apply the same scenarios but look at the cost KPI. Or they could
select the scenario 1 and look at CO2 and cost on the one graph. So
similar to how IES iSCAN works, you have your different ‘channels’ and
you can select one or more and overlay them on top of each other
iii. This should sit on the 3D model as per the current design and it
should should show the area of interest, the following areas of
interest are defined:
1. Small Area (SA) as per the census data, i.e. there are currently
13 SAs in the district
2. Block level – this will be user defined, e.g. the 5 buildings in
the first PEB
3. District level – also user defined, this is currently the Georgian
innovation district
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4. Replication level – this could now be surrounding areas
outside of the Georgian innovation district but also user
defined
iv. So it needs to be clear, which district or boundary or block the
dashboard is displaying info for
Subsequent to this meeting and taking on the feedback, the following dashboard was
created, this still needs to be shared and discussed with LCCC and will be agreed or
updated and included in the D1.4 deliverable describing the final DST and associated
dashboards, which have been developed.
This dashboard now shows all the buildings in the selected PEB on the map on the right but
also as a list on the bottom. The end user will be able to click on a building which will bring
them to a building specific dashboard to identify how the building is performing (minimum)
and enable the building owner to take actions (maximum); a range of building dashboards
are being developed for the LCCC DPEB which will demonstrate this concept (refer to
discussion as part of the public city dashboard as outlined in Section 6).
The dashboard also shows an overview of the selected buildings attributes, e.g. water
usage, CO2 emissions, EUI, energy cost, renewables production etc. If the whole PEB is
selected, this will show the attributes for the PEB at that point in time.
The dashboard also shows the performance of the building or PEB over time so that
changes can be tracked against the baseline, e.g. reduction in energy or CO2 or energy
costs. This can also be used to look at future scenarios and their impact. How to
incorporate the socio-economic aspects into this, still needs to be addressed. As such, this
is still a work in progress and in discussion with LCCC and the other partners/cities.

Fig. 43: Revised Urban Planner Dashboard
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6 Public Model for City Engagement and Raising
Awareness
Finally, the last item that has been presented and discussed with Limerick over the last 12
months is the 3D cloud based model for public engagement and raising awareness. This
was initially presented to Limerick at the first demo in May 2019 and then discussed at
subsequent meetings aligned with T4.3 on city engagement and then finally discussed
further at the meeting in Limerick in February 2020.
Some of the initial concerns were raised about who owns the data and where the data
comes from and hence the confidence level of the data. This also led into the discussion on
Data Protection, which is part of the Data Processing Agreement, which is now in place with
LCCC and associated partners who are carrying out work or analysis in Limerick.
Arising from this it was agreed that the data that is presented in the 3D cloud model should
be simple and easy for the end user to understand. It should also enable them to take an
action, e.g. investigate renovation scenarios to improve their home; and it should also
provide them with links or information as to how they can take that action.
An example of how the public model for the city is presented in the following images:

Fig. 44: Limerick 3D cloud model: simulated energy consumption distribution
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Fig. 45: Limerick 3D cloud model: highlighting the youth services
LCCC felt that this was perhaps too engineering based for the typical end user and they
wouldn’t understand the scale bar or the metrics. As such, the following suggestion was put
forward with respect to linking the scale to the current A-G scales that are used for
appliances and also the Irish Building Energy Rating (BER), which many typical end users will
be used to seeing, as presented in the following image. It was then discussed that this scale
could be set by Limerick depending on the targets they want to achieve. For example, if
Limerick wants all partners to upgrade their building to a B, their average is set 2 grades
below that, even if the actual average is lower due to lots of underperforming buildings.
This shows end users if they are above or below the ‘target’ threshold for limerick and not
the ‘average’ for limerick and hence encouraging end users to strive to meet the ‘target’
value and not just be ‘better than average’.

Fig. 45: Example of Simplified Model for End User
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Other items that were discussed during the demo were as follows:
a. We need a disclaimer to say that this information has been simulated using IES
software. Where we have real data, such as the main PEB, then we can use a
filter to show the buildings that have real data and a disclaimer to say this has
been provided by the building owner who have agreed to share it;
b. The interface needs to be really simple. So instead of showing the kWh/m2/yr as
numbers on the colour scale, this should instead be a simple traffic light system
of ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’, we could include 5 scales but in the same, e.g. add
‘very low’ and ‘very high’. This should be displayed like the energy certificate as
that is easy to understand, as per the example above and represented as
targets, i.e. medium would be the target value Limerick are trying to achieve.
c. The question then is what do we want the user to do with this information? E.g.
do we want them to look into renovation options, or go home and turn off all of
their lights, or go on a ‘vampire hunt’ (i.e. go hunt for any electrical item that is
sucking energy and plug it out – works well for children) etc. So we need to fist
decide amongst ourselves the actions we want them to take, e.g.
i. Change your behaviour to optimise your operational energy use
ii. Engage in a shallow retrofit
iii. Engage in deep renovation measures
iv. Other?
Then we need to engage with these end users and carry out a behavioural
mapping exercise to identify how we would motivate them to do this, how we
link them with the solution providers who can do it for them and what
reward do we want to give them as a result. We could do this during the city
engage week with the 4 groups of:
v. Owner
vi. Occupier
vii. Interested and curious
viii. Institutions
As outlined by the work done in WP3.
d. Questions here also include, should everyone be able to see each other's
buildings?
This is currently work in progress and in discussion with LCCC and UL as part of Task 4.3
activities.
It was also agreed that we would have a more detailed dashboard interface for each of the
DEPB building owners, which could also be extended for other building owners to adopt in
the future and help them manage their energy efficiency and ensure they are getting the
output from the renovation that they expect and to also avoid the ‘rebound effect’, which is
where the renovated building actually does not perform as expected and in some instances
can use more energy than it did before.
As such, this building dashboard would include the following information:
a. This will include their specific energy use and building conditions;
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b. Once they have carried out renovation, it will show them how they are
performing with respect to the renovation and if they have broken the design
intent;
c. It will show them the total energy at block level…so individual buildings but also
how their building is acting within the block and potentially could have a leader
board if we thought this would motivate the end users to take actions as
necessary.
These dashboards would have a public version so that other potential building owners who
wish to join the future PED to inform them of the advantages, the potential savings to their
energy bill and also the knock on impacts to socio-economic factors such as comfort,
productivity, wellness, reduced sick days etc. As such, these would be used to raise
awareness on what can be done in individual buildings and how these can contribute to the
overall DPEB.
All information will be available from the citizen observatory to be developed by LCCC and
UL as part of T4.3, where the dashboards and 3D public models will be embedded in the
citizen observatory portal as frames; so no need for a separate website or url, it will all be
part of the one site.
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7 Conclusion and Next Steps
The DST is still a work in progress as part of WP1 and the full functionality will be reported
as part of D1.4. To ensure the development of the DST is going in the right direction with
respect to what the city will need and use, the tool and its progress has been demonstrated
to LCCC over the past 12 months. An initial large demo and training session was provided
to LCCC staff in May 2019. This initial training was to get some feedback and also to put the
DST in the hands of the LCCC staff for them to use in-line with T4.2, the Bold City Vision and
also to provide feedback to the development team with respect to what works and what
doesn’t.
As a result of the initial training, a number of feedback items were provided to IESRD, which
were passed back to the development team. These included some bug fixes, some feature
development and some general questions for other things to consider with respect to the
functionality of the DST. However, the main item that resulted from the demo and training
session was that the tool is too detailed for an urban planner and hence it was discussed
that a second interface, in the form of a dashboard could be prepared for the urban
planner so that they can take the results from the DST and be able to take decisions or
pass the analysis to their local councillors or planning authorities for discussion.
The DST continued to evolve after this initial training and smaller demo’s were given to
LCCC and associated partners during the WP4 monthly meetings in Limerick and feedback
was gathered. During this period, feedback was also sought from the other Lighthouse city,
Trondheim and the Follower Cities, during different visits to each city (to be later reported
in WP5 and WP6).
In February 2020, a further demonstration was then given to LCCC staff to show the new
features with respect to the socio-economic indicators and also the proposal for the urban
planner dashboard and the public view dashboard for citizen engagement and raising
awareness. During this meeting it was decided that the DST and associated dashboards
should only include information required for taking decisions with respect to the Bold City
Vision and items related to urban development planning that will happen in Limerick and in
order not to cause any confusion, any project specific KPIs, would be kept with the FAC
dashboard as part of WP7. IESRD would ensure that FAC can capture any data from the
DST that they need to populate the dashboard associated with the Monitoring and
Evaluation of the +CityxChange project.
Overall the demonstrations and different interactions with the members of LCCC and
associated project partners in WP4 have helped to shape the DST, its features and its
visualisations in order to ensure that the tool will be something that will be used by all cities
and hence scalable, replicable and exploitable but also to identify what the public
dashboards should look like and include to ensure that the project can raise awareness
and engage citizens and encourage building owners and occupants to take actions to
enable them to be part of the future Positive Energy District (PED).
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All of the information gathered from these activities has been passed back to the
developers working in T1.4 for the full completion of the DST, which is due later in 2020.
The DST will further be used in Task 4.6: Implementation of the Limerick Distributed
Positive Energy Blocks. In this Deliverable, it will be shown how the DST can be used at the
urban level to assess the overall consumption of different potential Positive Energy Blocks,
how it can be used to model individual buildings and assess renovation and energy retrofit
measures, how it can be used to model the networks and assess local production potential
and how real data can be integrated to promote operational change. This will be used to
therefore design the PEB with reliable accuracy, de-risking the financial investment and also
ensuring the end goal can be achieved.
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Annex A - Example of the Building Checklist
Building Data Checklist

Required?

Construction year

y

Condition (Fair, bad,
good)

y

Ownership (Owner
occupied)

y

Building Owner

if
applicable

Building hours of use
(Morning & Evening)

y

Occupancy hours per
annum

if available

Building type

y

% Glazing

y

Building address

y

EIRCODE

if
applicable

Fuel utilised

y

Construction style (e.g.
Concrete frame,
wooden frame, etc)

y

HVAC style (e.g.
heating/natural
ventilation, etc)

y

BER level (with
recommendations)

y

(Thermal) Fossil Fuel

y

Building 1

Building 2

Building 3

Y Comments
/
N

Y Comments
/
N

Y
/
N
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(Thermal) Fossil Fuel
Yearly (kWh)

y

GPRN

if
applicable

MPRN

if
applicable

Electricity Yearly (kWh)

y

Electricity bills

y

Fossil fuel bills

y

Detail on existing
improvements since
construction (examples
below)
- Roof insulation,
- Cavity wall
- Over cladded wall
- Condensation Boiler
- Double glazing,
- Underfloor heating,
- High Efficiency Chiller
- High Efficiency Air
Conditioning
Distribution
- etc...

y

External wall
construction details

y

Internal partition
construction details

y

Internal ceiling/floor
construction details

y

Ground floor/ roof
construction details

y

Doors - construction
details

y

Infiltration rate Property air tightness
(poor, basic good)

y

Infiltration rate - Any
External Vents Present?

y
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Number of people +
hours of occupancy per
Zone/Room

y

Lighting Gains
best-guess schedules
per Zone/Room

y

Equipment Gains
best-guess schedules
per Zone/Room

y

Individual Zone/room
set points per
Zone/Room

y

Document any
automation control on
the light system (i.e.
schedule control,
daylight sensor, motion
sensor control etc.)

y

Document any
modification on the
lighting layout in the
past years, if applicable

y

Number of plug in
devices

y

Heating type, fuel, and
system age

y

Is there an AHU / FCU ?

y

Is there an BMS system? y
Documentation on
energy saving measures
that have been
implemented from the
initial design.

if possible

Building
layout/drawings/models
: External wall

if possible

Building
layout/drawings/models
: Internal partition

if possible
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Building
layout/drawings/models
: Internal ceiling/floor

if possible

Building
layout/drawings/models
: Ground floor/ roof

if possible

Dimensions and
thermal resistance of
external and inter-zonal
surfaces

if possible

Orientation of external
surfaces

if possible

Thermal mass
characteristics of
materials of
constructions

if possible

Window %, type and
frame

if possible

Visible and infrared
transmittance of
external transparent
surfaces

if possible

Spacing of framing
material

if possible

Floor area (GIFA/ Net)

if possible

Floor plans

if possible

Zone - Descriptions/end
use (i.e. meeting room,
labs, etc…)

if possible

Zones HVAC/Lighting/Equipme
nt drawings

if possible

Elevations

if possible

Sections

if possible

Fenestration

if possible

Shading devices

if possible
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3d Model (BIM, IES-VE,
Revit, etc.)

if possible

Escalator and Elevators
- Motor rating of each
passenger lift

if possible

Escalator and Elevators
-Motor rating of each
service lift

if possible

Escalator motor rating

if possible

Escalator and Elevators
- Document any
changes in operating
schedule compared to
initial design

if possible

Boiler seasonal
efficiency

if possible

Hot water flow/return
temps

if possible

Primary/secondary
pumps design flowrate

if possible

Primary/secondary
pumps type

if possible

Primary/secondary
pumps power

if possible

Condenser water pump
model number and
brand, provide detail
specification

if possible

Primary/secondary
pumps model number
and brand. Provide
flowrate and power.

if possible

Document the hot
water system, if
available

if possible

Hot water energy
source

if possible
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Document any recovery
setup on the waterside
(i.e. condenser loop
heat recovery for hot
water pre-heat)

if possible

Hot water System
storage type, volume,
insulation, loop length,
pump power, time
switch, flow rate

if possible

Hot water efficiency

if possible

Annual domestic hot
water usage

if possible
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